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Abstract: The crucial step in drug discovery is the identification of a lead compound from a vast chemical
library by any number of screening techniques. NMR-based screening has the advantage of directly detecting
binding of a compound to the target. The spectra resulting from these screens can also be very complex
and difficult to analyze, making this an inefficient process. We present here a method, RAMPED-UP NMR,
(Rapid Analysis and Multiplexing of Experimentally Discriminated Uniquely Labeled Proteins using NMR)
which generates simple spectra which are easy to interpret and allows several proteins to be screened
simultaneously. In this method, the proteins to be screened are uniquely labeled with one amino acid type.
There are several benefits derived from this unique labeling strategy: the spectra are greatly simplified,
resonances that are most likely to be affected by binding are the only ones observed, and peaks that yield
little or no information upon binding are eliminated, allowing the analysis of multiple proteins easily and
simultaneously. We demonstrate the ability of three different proteins to be analyzed simultaneously for
binding to two different ligands. This method will have significant impact in the use of NMR spectroscopy
for both the lead generation and lead optimization phases of drug discovery by its ability to increase screening
throughput and the ability to examine selectivity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time in any
format that multiple proteins can be screened in one tube.

Introduction

A long-standing challenge in drug discovery is efficient
delivery of lead compounds. Currently, drug discovery is
performed primarily with high throughput functional screens.
In this genomic era, the number of noncharacterized proteins
is growing rapidly. Methods which do not rely on functional
assays are becoming increasingly more important to this process.
With the advent of fragment-based drug design, the identification
of weak binding fragments is vital. NMR, one of many
biophysical methods which detect binding,1-3 easily detects
weak binders (Kd < 10 mM) and is the only solution method
that can also yield detailed structural data, indicating where on
the protein the compound is binding.

NMR-based screening, whether ligand-observed or protein-
observed, requires primary screens to determine the initial
binding followed serially by experiments to verify and validate
the initially determined binders. Validated binders are then

screened in biophysical counterscreens and functional screens,
if available, to determine selectivity to target and inhibition of
antitargets. As practiced today, NMR screening is a serial
process. Multiplexed screening can increase throughput; how-
ever, it is extremely difficult to multiplex functional screens.
NMR screens are easily multiplexed: up to 100 compounds
have been screened at once.4 Protein-observed NMR screening
using chemical shift perturbation, “SAR by NMR”,5 has shown
its utility,6-10 but cannot multiplex the proteins due to the
inherent complexity of this experiment. We present here the
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basis for multiplexing protein-observed NMR screening with
RAMPED-UP NMR.

Chemical Shift Perturbation

The output from chemical shift perturbation studies is a
collection of 1H-15N correlation spectra.1H-15N chemical
shifts are environment sensitive and are reporters for ligand
binding events. Ligand binding induced chemical shift perturba-
tions are easily observed in amide resonances. Backbone amides
in or near the site of ligand binding are particularly affected.
Most of the1H-15N resonances in a protein are the backbone
amides, but side chains, such as Trp, Lys, His, Gln, Asn, or
Arg, which are functionally important in a diverse range of
proteins, also can be observed in1H-15N spectra. Tryptophan
side chains are especially good reporters due to their extreme
downfield chemical shifts. The effect of binding on other side-
chain resonances can vary widely. If the side-chain amide is
not normally observed but upon ligand binding forms a hydrogen
bond, it may become observable. Side-chain resonances which
are directly involved in binding will be greatly perturbed by
the binding event. Small or no perturbations are observed for
those residues that are distant from the ligand binding site. If
the binding is nonspecific or induces a conformational change,
then the effect will be global, resulting in the shifting of a large
majority of the resonances. This being said, the vast majority
of peaks in a1H-15N correlation spectrum are little affected
upon ligand binding and add spectral complexity without
providing substantive additional information. In the original
“SAR by NMR” report, only 8 out of 107 resonances (∼7.5%)
were noted as showing significant perturbations upon compound
binding.5

The complexity of 1H-15N correlation spectra increases
quickly as the number of amino acids increases. For example,
a single spectrum resulting from a moderate-size protein (30kDa)
can have 3001H-15N correlation peaks. The advent of TROSY
increased the size limit of protein NMR from 400 amino acids
to more than 1000 amino acids for a deuterated protein11 or
1000 observable resonances. For simple cases of small proteins,
it is simple to detect peaks which have shifted. Detecting a
subset of peaks, 30 of 500 for a large protein, which shift upon
addition of compound can be difficult, especially if the spectrum
is highly overlapped; doing this for tens or hundreds of spectra
each with hundreds of peaks is onerous. A great deal of
computational effort has been put forth to conquer this
problem.12 Reduced spectral complexity using methods such as
SEA-TROSY13 could speed up “SAR by NMR”; still only one
protein can be screened at a time. Another disadvantage of
TROSY-based methods is the requirement for protein deutera-
tion (which can be costly or impossible to obtain) and high
magnetic fields (g800 MHz).

Reduced spectral complexity can also be achieved by isotopic
labeling.14 Specific labeling schemes utilizing15N amino acids,
residue-specific13C-labeled methyl groups,13C-carbonyls,13CR,
or combinations of all of these have been developed. The quality

of the proteins from all of these schemes can be improved by
uniform deuteration of the background residues.15 Recent reports
use two labeled amino acids, one15N-labeled and one13C′-
labeled, generating15N-13C′ pairs which can be assigned by
HNCO correlations experiments.16-18 This allows assignment
of some of the1H-15N resonances and determination of the
resonance perturbed by ligand. Typical labeling schemes use
in vivo expression inEscherichia colirequiring often tedious
and inefficient purification schemes. Scrambling of some amino
acids (e.g., glycine and serine) is also frequent. Additionally,
the incorporation of deuterium into the growth medium requires
rigorous adaptation of the cells. Specialized media with a
combination of uniform isotopic labels are commercially avail-
able, but are costly. These media cannot be used for specific
labeling needs either. Last, a large percentage of pharmaceuti-
cally important proteins do not express well inE. coli, neces-
sitating expression in yeast or insect cells. Isotopic labeling in
insect cells or yeast is a nascent field and is not yet a reliable
method for protein production.19

In vitro expression has many advantages over in vivo
expression: expression levels are higher (>10 mg can be
obtained from a 100 mL reaction overnight), labeling does not
require changing growth conditions (especially important with
regards to deuteration), there is no scrambling of labels,
purification is more efficient (or even unnecessary16), and
techniques to improve expression which affect viability of the
cell are not an issue.20-23 Many proteins which are problematic
when expressed inE. coli are easily expressed using in vitro
systems. For NMR purposes in vitro labeling can produce
multimilligram quantities of protein with a limitless combination
of labels more efficiently than in vivo expression. The quality
of these proteins is higher than in vivo expressed protein and
can be generated in a day. However, in vitro systems have their
own problems. First, the protein must be able to be transcribed/
translated efficiently by theE. colimachinery. Posttranslationally
modified proteins will also not be easily expressed in vitro. With
these caveats in mind, in vitro systems allow the production of
a much greater array of uniquely labeled proteins than in vivo
expressions systems.

Unique Labeling of Proteins

The essence of RAMPED-UP NMR is multiplexed screening
of target and antitarget in the same tube. This method should
not be confused with “SAR by NMR” timesN. Although it
could be used in that manner by extending the labeling to more
amino acids per protein, it is really aimed at the question of
selectivity and specificity. The advantage of RAMPED-UP
NMR is that all proteins are screened simultaneously under
identical conditions. To demonstrate this new methodology, we
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chose three proteins: Target A, which has a known weak
inhibitor,24 Target B, and Target C, which have unknown
responses to this inhibitor (Target A is phosopho tyrosine
phosphatase 1b (PTP1b), Target B is k-RAS, and Target C is
green fluorescent protein (GFP)). This experiment demonstrates
target selectivity but could be used to determine target-
antitarget selectivity, multiple target screening, or any combina-
tion of the above. A practical example of this experiment might
be to study wild-type HIV-1 protease and mutants simulta-
neously. Two of the proteins studied have crystal structures:
Target A (PDB:1C8325,26) and Target C (PDB:1EMA25,27). There
is no crystal structure for Target B, but there is one for a highly
homologous protein (PDB:1GNR25). Knowledge of the crystal
structure guided the selection of appropriate amino acids for
unique labeling, yet it was not required. For Target A, there is
a Trp near the active site (Trp179). This fact and the distinctive
chemical shift of the Nε of tryptophan makes Target A an
excellent choice for Trp labeling. Target B and C were labeled
such that the label would provide a good sampling of the primary
sequence, irrespective of the nature of the active site (see
Supporting Information).

Target A was labeled using standard expression techniques
in E. coli with 15N-Trpε. Target B and Target C were uniquely
labeled using in vitro technology: Target B with15N-Ile and
Target C with15N-Ala. For Target B, in the homologous protein
h-Ras there are two isoleucines (21 and 24) on the helix that
forms part of the binding site.18,21 These two residues do not
comprise part of the ligand binding site. These two isoleucines
at a minimum could be expected to shift in response to ligand
binding. The labels for Target B are not in the active site and
thus will be distal reporters of the binding event. In Target C,
the chromophore is formed by S65-Y66-G67, and the closest
Ala to it is more than 19 amino acids away in primary sequence.

Methods

Protein Production. GFP and kRAS were provided by the Roche
Protein Expression Group (RPEG), Roche Diagnostics Corporation,
Indianapolis, IN. These two proteins were expressed and labeled
according to a continuous exchange cell-free (CECF) protein expression
protocol developed at RPEG. The proteins were purified by RPEG using
a combination of standard and proprietary chromatography methods.
A mixture of all 20 amino acids with either15N-amino acid (Ile or
Ala) substitutions was added to the standard cell-free reaction mix to
a final concentration of 2.1 mM. The cell-free protein expression
reaction proceeded for 20 h at 30°C. The solution was centrifuged at
20 000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C. The supernatant was immediately
purified using Ni2+-chelate affinity chromatography (Qiagen). Purified
GFP was then dialyzed into 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 1
mM MgCl2, 24 mM CHAPS. k-RAS was dialyzed into the following:
20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5; 100 mM KCl; 1 mM MgCl2; 24 mM CHAPS;
1 mM GDP. GFP was dialyzed into 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl,
1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT-d10 (Cambridge Isotope Labs), and 10%-
20% D2O (Cambridge Isotope Labs).

NMR Spectroscopy. Spectra were acquired on a Bruker DRX
system operating at 600.13 MHz (Bruker Biospin, Billerica, MA) at
25 °C with a TXI probe with triple-axis gradients.1H-15N HMQC
spectra with watergate solvent supression28 were run with 128 scans,
2k points in the direct dimension covering 8400 Hz sweep width
(113.9744 ms acquisition time) and 128 indirect points covering a 2400
Hz sweep width. A 5 Hzexponential was applied in the direct dimension
and cosine function in the indirect dimension. No water deconvolution
was performed. Reference was done relative to the carrier (4.78 ppm
1H and 120 ppm15N). Processing and analysis were performed using
Felix (Accelrys, San Diego, CA) and NMRPipe.29
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Figure 1. Spectra of uniquely labeled proteins. (A)1H-15N HMQC
spectrum of 300µM Target A (PTP1b15Nε-Trp6). (B) 1H-15N HMQC
spectrum of 250µM Target B (k-RAS15N-Ile13). There are only 12 apparent
peaks. The peak at 7.91 ppm1H and 119.4 ppm15N integrates to two
protons; thus, all 13 peaks are accounted for. (C)1H-15N HMQC spectrum
of 200µM Target C (GFP15N-Ala8). The circled resonance (8.99 ppm1H
and 121.8 ppm15N does not appear in the spectra with all three proteins
due to lower Target C concentration in the mixture (discussed in the text).
The peak (black) at 8.06 ppm1H and 120.9 ppm15N is residual imidazole
in a CHAPS micelle which is a product of the purification scheme.
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Multiplexed NMR Screening
1H-15N HMQC spectra were taken for each protein sepa-

rately. (Figure 1A-C). Serial additions of each protein were
then performed and spectra acquired. No change in the spectrum
of any protein as the other proteins were added was observed.
The sequential acquisition of spectra is an important aspect of
this method. Analysis of each spectra indicates whether there
are protein-protein interactions (which in this case do not exist).

One peak (circled in Figure 1C) in Target C is below the
threshold in the spectra with all three proteins. Target C is
known to aggregate and precipitate at high concentrations.30 This
peak has the lowest signal-to-noise in the Target C sample
(Figure 1C). As that peak is monitored through the series of
spectra, it is apparent that Target C is precipitating and thus

(30) Seifert, M. H. J.; Ksiazek, D.; Azim, M. K.; Smialowski, P.; Budisa, N.;
Holak, T. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc.2002, 124, 7932-7942.

Figure 2. Chemical shift perturbations in Target A (15Nε-Trp6) caused by1. The spectrum of∼100 µM Target A (15Nε-Trp6) plus 0.5 mM1 was overlaid
by the spectrum of∼300µM Target A (15Nε-Trp6) without 1. The red peaks are Target A in the absence of inhibitor. The purple peaks are Target A in the
presence of inhibitor. Experimental conditions were identical for both spectra.

Figure 3. Chemical shift perturbations in Target A (15Nε-Trp6) in the presence of Target B and Target C caused by1. The color scheme is the same as used
in Figures 1 and 2. The circle indicates the position of the Target C resonance that is below the level of noise.
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resulting in a lower Target C concentration. This was confirmed
by observation of precipitate in the NMR tube after acquisition.
However, the chemical shifts of the visible Target C resonances
are identical to the chemical shift of Target C alone, showing
that no conformational change has occurred. The final spectrum
of all three proteins is identical to a superposition of the spectra
of all three alone (data not shown).

Compound1 inhibits Target A with an IC50 of 20 µM.24

Addition of 1 to Target A results in chemical shift perturbations
which give a clearly different pattern than the uninhibited protein
(Figure 2). Addition of1 to the solution of all three proteins
results in identical perturbations in the Target A resonances
(magenta peaks) compared to Target A alone (red peaks) (Figure
3). There is no perturbation in the resonances corresponding to
Target B or Target C. Addition of2, a non-hydrolyzable
substrate analogue of Target B (γ-S-GTP), to the sample with
all three proteins and1 results in perturbation of Target B peaks
only (purple peaks compared to blue peaks) (Figure 4). There
are no perturbations in either the Target A peaks or the Target
C peaks upon addition of2. We had no a priori knowledge
whether Target A would respond to2, if Target B would respond
to 1, or if Target C would respond to either compound. These
data show the ability to quickly and cleanly discriminate binding
of weak compounds in solution. The lack of perturbation of
the Target C resonances seems to show that neither compound
binds to it. It may be that either or both compounds are binding
to Target C, but in a nonspecific way.

Our unique labeling while reducing spectral complexity also
eliminates signals which may lead to spurious conclusions
caused by uniform labeling. In the absence of structure, however,
it is still possible to get false results. Here we demonstrate the
simplest case, one amino acid type label, but additional labeled

amino acids (or the addition of other isotopes) can be applied
to affect more of the available “resonance space” without a big
increase in spectral complexity. The variety of labels that can
be utilized is limited solely by their availability. The selection
of amino acids for labeling is very important. If possible, the
labeled amino acid should be in the active site of the target
protein; if the structure is not known, bioinformatics tools or
homology modeling can be used to approximate the active site
and determine which amino acids might be in the active site.
There is a tradeoff of spectral simplicity for complete coverage
of the protein. If one chose to use this method as simply a
multiplexed “SAR by NMR”, it could be envisioned that
different multiple amino acid labeling schemes could be used.
Proteins that are highly homologous can be labeled with
completely different amino acids and are readily distinguished.
Allosteric changes can also be detected by labeling outside the
active site, as was seen in the k-Ras spectra. Compounds that
merely broaden resonances, as opposed to shifting them, will
most likely not be detected either. In RAMPED-UP, an
important point in the selection of amino acid to label is to
maximize the likelihood of detecting a binding event, not to
guarantee that every binding event is detected.

One technical problem that we found very difficult to
overcome is the requirement that all proteins be in identical
buffers. For three unrelated proteins (as in this paper) this can
be limiting. However, for three closely related proteins such as
in the HIV case, this requirement should be more easily realized.
Protein-protein interactions can be confounding, but the serial
addition of proteins and acquisition of spectra help identify these
interactions. We believe that if no shifts or broadening is
observed in the spectra (albeit we only a have selective view
of the proteins by the very nature of our experiment if we label

Figure 4. Chemical shift perturbations in Target B in the presence of Target C and1-inhibited Target A. The light purple peaks indicate the Target B peaks
in the presence of2. There are only 11 observable resonances (12 if the two overlapped peaks are accounted for) in Target B. The peak that is lost is marked
with a box in Figure 4. The Target A and Target C peaks are unaffected. The boxed resonance at 6.78 ppm1H and 120.6 ppm15N is completely eliminated
in the presence of the ligand. No attempt at assignments was made.
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only a single amino acid type), then this interaction can be
ignored. However, the utility of this method in screening for
compounds that block protein-protein interactions becomes
readily apparent.

Conclusions

By uniquely labeling these proteins, in essence NMR-tagging
each one, we have reduced the complexity of 7291H-15N
resonances down to 27 easily resolved resonances,∼4% of the
total. In the case of Target A, we observed 2 of 6 peaks undergo
significant shifts. For Target B we observed 3 of 13 peaks shift
significantly. While this percentage is much larger than that seen
in the original case (∼20-30% vs 7.5%), the total number of
shifted peaks is still smaller (5 vs 8) for seven times the total
number of amino acids (757 vs 107). Although we only observed
less than 1% of the total number of amino acids in solution
responding to ligand, it is a very high percentage of the total
observed peaks (∼20%). By selecting amino acids more likely
to respond to ligand binding we have simplified the spectra and
made any chemical shift perturbations more meaningful. The
ability to analyze quickly a small set of peaks for chemical shift
perturbations makes this method extremely useful. This method

should not be confused with “SAR by NMR” timesN (although
it could be used in that manner by extending the labeling to
more amino acids per protein); it is really aimed at the question
of selectivity and specificity. We can discriminate binding of a
weak inhibitor to its target from other potential targets rapidly.
Our NMR-tagged proteins give us the powerful ability to study
multiple proteins simultaneously and open new vistas for NMR
in drug discovery.
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Supporting Information Available: The three primary se-
quences of the proteins used in this study with the presence of
labels indicated by a colored letter (PDF). This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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